
Obtain the accuracy of the Cameleon
system from our new inter-row cleaner

Lyckegård presents a 12 meter inter-row cleaner to show greater capacity
and the availability of our new inter-row cleaners (6-12 m) that are built
on the same reliable, exact and precise system as the other machines in
the Cameleon family. 

The Cameleon IRC can be used in any kind of crop, in several row
distances and presents high performance with our special sturdy carriers
with zero sideway movements.

THE CAMELEON INTER-ROW CLEANER 

12m
working 

width!

Cameleon IRC 

Precise row following by camera or 
GPS on the tractor

High capacity - low HP requirement



CAPACITY
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PRECISION

The Cameleon fram and carriers are unique and provide an
extreme stability capable of maintaining the accuracy required for
exact hoeing while providing individual ground ride for each carrier. 
A traditional row cleaner is often eqipped with more unstable 
S-tines which tend to bend backwards or sideways which leads to
lower precision and a risk to damage the crop.
The HP requirement is low - only 120 HP is needed for the 12m IRC.

Lyckegård wants to have machines for the entire crop rotation. 
Our multi machine, the Cameleon combined seeder and hoeing
machine, has been a success and we now want to give farmers the
opportunity to purchase an inter-row cleaner with the same
precision as our Cameleon seeder. This brings capacity by speed,
parallel working tools and complete side stability for accurate and
efficient row cleaning.

FLEXIBILITY
The IRC comes in working widths of 6, 8, 9 and 12 m and with
several possible row distances, adjustable to 250, 321, 333, 500  and
750 mm.  There is also a wide range of shares in differents shapes,
widths and for different crops and occasions for the machine to
adapt to the farmers needs.
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Cameleon IRC

STABILITY

Just like the Cameleon Seeder, the inter-row cleaner has a parallel
side dislocation system that are managed by a camera system.
It can also  be equipped with steerable rear wheels. Those are
managed by a camera system or GPS repiter on the tractor for
higher precision. 


